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Abstract—The rough set theory, introduced by Pawlak in 1982, is 
a formal for dealing with the uncertainties. But it cannot directly 
deal with the uncertainties with order structure. The lattice 
theory, introduced by Peirce and Schr$\ddot{o}$der towards the 
end of the nineteenth century, is a mathematical tool with order 
structure, algebraic structure and topological structure. In this 
paper, the rough theory is applied to the lattice theory, and the 
concept of the rough lattice is presented in order that a tool is 
presented which can deal with the uncertainties with lattice 
structure. For this purpose, an equivalence relation on a lattice is 
defined and then the notions of  rough lattice and lower and 
upper approximations are introduced and  some related 
properties are investigated. At last, some related algebraic 
structures are studied. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

The theory of rough sets, proposed by Pawlak[20], is a 
formal tool for modeling and processing incomplete 
information in information systems. It is an extension of set 
theory in which a subset of a universe is described by a pair of 
ordinary sets called lower and upper approximations.  By using 
the concepts of lower and upper approximations, knowledge 
hidden in information systems may be unraveled and expressed 
in the form of decision rules.  The notion of rough set and its 
properties have been applied to many areas by some 
researchers. Some important notions such as rough ring , rough 
hyperring, rough module and rough group were rough module 
and rough group were introduced[4,5,6,7,27,28]. In [16], Xiao 
and Zhang introduced the notions of rough prime ideals and 
rough fuzzy prime ideals in a semigroup.  In[14], Jiang et al. 
studied the product structures of rough fuzzy sets on a group 
and proposed the notions of T-rough fuzzy subgroups in a 
group with respect to a T-fuzzy normal subgroup. Hao et al[12] 
Searched Minimal Attribute Reduction Sets Based on 
Combination of the Binary Discernibility Matrix and Graph 
Theory . In [28],Xiao and Zhang introduced the notions of 
rough prime ideals and rough fuzzy prime ideals in a 
semigroup. In  [15], Kazanc and Davvaz further introduced the 
notions of rough prime(primary) ideals and rough fuzzy 
prime(primary) ideals in a ring and presented some properties 
of such ideals. Now the rough set theory has been successfully 
applied to information reduction[3,26,30]. 

The concept of lattice was introduced by Peirce and 
Schroder towards the end of the nineteenth century. It derived 
from pioneering work by Boole on the formalization of 
propositional logic[2]. In 1930s Birkhoff's work started the 
general development of lattice theory[11]. Lattice are relatively 
simple structures since the basic concepts of the theory include 
only orders, least upper bounds, and greatest lower bounds. 
Now the lattice theory plays an important role in many 
disciplines of computer science and engineering. For example, 
they have applications in distributing, concurrency theory, 
programming language semantics and data mining. They are 
also useful in other disciplines of mathematics such as 
combinatorics, number theory and group theory [9,1,18]. Hao 
and Zhong[13] studied the tag recommendation based on user 
interest lattice matching. 

Presently, the work combining the lattice theory with the 
other mathematical tools dealing with uncertain information 
has been initiated. For example, Rana and Roy[24] dealt with 
rough set approach on lattice theory. Estaji et al.[8] introduced 
the notion of  -upper and  -lower approximations of a fuzzy 
subset of a lattice. Liu[17]studied generalized rough sets over 
fuzzy lattices through both the constructive and axiomatic 
approaches.  Estaji et al.[9] studied a connection between rough 
sets and lattice theory. In this paper, they introduced the 
concepts of upper and lower rough ideals (filters) in a lattice 
and then offered some related properties with regard to prime 
ideals(filters), the set of all fixed points, compact elements and 
homomorphisms. Some researchers even extended classical 
rough sets to Boolean algebra[21], completely distributive 
lattices[3] and residuated lattices[23]. Qin et al.[22]began the 
study of constructing the lattice structures of soft sets and 
introduced the concept of soft equality in 2010 and then the 
study of lattice structure have become one of hot spots in 
related fields[10,19,25]. In this paper we apply the notion of 
rough sets to the lattice theory and introduce the notion of 
rough lattice, which is different from that presented by Estaji 
et.al[24,17,8,9], and then derive some basic properties and 
discuss the lattice structure of rough ideals (rough filters) of a 
lattice. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 presents some basic concepts of the lattice theory and 
the rough set theory. Section 3 presents the notions of rough 
lattice and derives some related properties. Section 4 concludes 
the paper. 
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II. PRELIMINARIES 

In this section the subjects needed in the other parts, have 
been mentioned. 

It is well known that a lattice is a partially ordered set in 
which any two elements  x and y  have a least upper bound 

yx and a greatest lower bound yx .  

A sublattice ),;( 1 L of a lattice ),;( L  is defined on 

a non-empty subset 1L  of  L  with the property that 1, Lba   

implies that 1, Lbaba  ( ,  taken 

),;( 1 L [2],[11].  

Next we give some important properties of  and  . 

Proposition1:[11]   If L  is a lattice, then for all 
Lcba ,, , 

1)  aaa   and aaa  ; 

2) abba  and abba  ; 

3) cbacba  )()(  and 

cbacba  )()( ; 

4) abaa  )(  and abaa  )( . 

Proposition 1 presents the characteristic properties of  the 
operations   and   in the following theorem. 

Theorem1: [11]  Let L  be a nonempty set equipped with 
two binary operations   and   that satisfy (1)-(4) of 
Proposition 1. If we define   on L  by ba   if and only  if 

bba  , then );( L is a lattice in which the original  
operations agree with the induced ones, that is, for all 

Lba , ,  baba ,sup and  baba ,inf . 

Proposition 1 reveals the elegant feature letting lattice be 
regarded either as ordered sets );( L  or as algebras ),;( L . 

 A nonempty subset I of L  is called a lower set of L  if 
for all Lx , there exists Iy  such that yx   implies 

Ix ; dually,  a nonempty subset F of L  is called an upper 
set of L  if for all Lx , there exists Fy  such that 

xy   implies Fx . 

Lemma 1[11]: 

1) If A  and B  are two lower sets of L , then so are 
BA  and BA . 

2) If A  and B  are two upper sets of L , then so are 
BA  and BA . 

The concepts of ideal and filter of a lattice are usually used 
and their properties are also usually discussed. 

A nonempty subset I  of a lattice L  is called an ideal of 
L  if it satisfies the follows: 

1) Iyx  , for all Iba , ; 

2) If ax  ,then Ix for all Ia , Lx . 

 Dually, a nonempty subset F  of  a lattice L  is called a 
filter of L  if it satisfies the follows: 

1) Fyx  ,for all Fba , ; 

2) If xa  ,then Fx fir all Fa , Lx . 

Theorem2[29]: Let I be a nonempty subset of L , then the 
following assertions are equivalent: 

1)  I is an ideal of L ; 

2) I  is a lower set and I is closed under join; 

3) Lyx  , ,  IyxIyx  , . 

dually, let F  be a nonempty subset of L , then the 
following assertions are equivalent: 

1) F  is a filter of L ; 

2) F is an upper set and F  is closed under meet; 

3) Lyx  ,  FyxFyx  , . 

In fact, an ideal I of a lattice L  is a lower set of L  such 
that Iyx  ,  implies Iyx  ; dually, a filter F  of a 

lattice L  is an upper set of L  such that Lyx  ,  implies 

Fyx  . 

The following theorems, which are simple,  are used often. 

Theorem 3[2,11] Let 1I  and 2I  be two ideals of L , then 

so is 21 II  . 

Dually, we have  the following theorem: 

Theorem 4[2,11]:   Let 1F and 2F be two filter of L , then 

so is 21 FF  . 

Definition 1[2]: Let L  be a lattice with a least element 0  
and a greatest element 1 . An element a  is called a 
complemented element of L  if there exists an element 

La   such that 0 aa  and 1 aa . a  is called a 
complement of a . 

Definition 2[2]: An element a  of L  is called a 
distributive element of L  if 

     yaxayxa  ,for all Lyx , . 

Theorem 5[11]: Let L  be a lattice, La , then a is a 
distributive element  of L   if and only if for all Lyx , , it 
satisfies the followings, 

1);      yaxayxa   
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2)      yaxayxa  ; 

3)      axyxayx  ; 

4)      axyxayx  . 

Theorem 6[11]:  Let a  be a distributive element of L , 
then yaxa  , yaxa   implies yx  . 

An element of L  is called a distributive complemented 
element if it is both a distributive element and a complemented 
element of L . It is clear that any lattice with a least element 
0  and a greatest element 1  has at least two distributive 
complemented elements: 0 and 1. 

In the rest of this section we recall some basic definitions 
of set approximations.  

Let U  be a non-empty set of objects called the universe 

and R an equivalence relation on U . We use Rx][  to denote 

an equivalence class in R  containing an element Ux . The 
pair ),( RU  is called an approximation space. For any 

UX  , we can define the lower and upper approximation of 

X  by  

 XXxXR R  ][)_( ,   XxxXR R][)( , 

respectively. The pair ))(),_(( XRXR   is referred to as 

the rough set of X . The rough set ))(),_(( XRXR   gives 

rise to a description of X  under the present knowledge, i.e., 
the classification of U . The following proposition is well 
known and  easily seen. 

Proposition 2[20]: Let ),( RU be an approximation space. 

For every subsets UYX , , we have  

1) )()_( XRXXR  ; 

2) )()()( YRXRYXR   ,

)()()( YRXRYXR   ; 

3) )_()_()_( YXRYRXR  ,

)_()_()_( YRXRYXR  . 

By means of the above concepts  and  operations of rough 
sets, we can propose the concepts of rough lattices and study 
some related  properties. 

III. ROUGH LATTICES 

Let L  be a lattice with a least element 0  and a greatest 
element 1  and   a mapping L  defined as 

follow: xax )(  for all Lx , where a  is a 

distributive complemented element of L . It is trivial to verify 
that   is a lattice homomorphism. 

aR  is a binary relation on L  by setting: yxRa  if and 

only if )()( yx   , that is, yaxa  , Lyx  , . It 

is obvious that aR is an equivalence relation on L . 

Throughout this paper, L  is a lattice with a least element 
0  and a greatest element 1, a  is a distributive complemented 

element of L ,   is a mapping on L , and aR  is an 

equivalence relation on L  as defined in the above unless 
otherwise specified. 

For all L , the equivalence class of L  is the set 

 )()(  xx . We denote it by 
aR][ . By the definitions 

of upper and lower approximations, we have 

 AxxAR
aRa  ][)_( ,   AxxAR

aRa ][)( . 

Definition 3: Let LA . A  is called an upper rough 

sublattice of L if )(ARa
  is a sublattice of L . Similarly, A  

is called a lower rough sublattice of L  if )(ARa  is a 

sublattice of L .A subset  of L  is called a rough sublattice of 
L  if it is both an upper rough sublattice and a lower rough 
sublattice. For convenience, a rough sublattice of L is called a 
rough lattice of L .Similarly, a subset  of L  is called a rough 
ideal of L  if its upper approximation and lower 
approximation are both an ideal of L ; dually, a subset  of L  
is called a rough filter of L  if its upper approximation and 
lower approximation are both a filter of L . 

Proposition 3 
aR][ is a sublattice of L  for all L . 

Proof 
aRx ][1  ,

aRx ][2  , we have 

)()( 1  x , )()( 2  x . Since   is a lattice 
homomorphism, 

)()()()()()( 2121   xxxx ,

)()()()()()( 2121   xxxx ,so 

aRxx ][21  , 
aRxx ][21  .   Thus, 

aR][ is a 

sublattice of L  for all L . 

Suppose that 

 BbAabaxxBA  ,, ,

 BbAabaxxBA  ,, .  

In general speaking, AAA  , AAA  don't hold, 
but we have the following: 

Lemma 2 A  is a sublattice of L  if and only if 
AAA  , AAA  . 

Proof:   If A  is a sublattice of L , then we have 
xxx   for all Ax , so AAx  , therefore, 
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AAA  . On the other hand, for all AAx  , there 

exist Aba , such that Abax  . Since A  is a 

sublattice of L ,  we can get that Abax  , therefore, 
AAA  .Thus, AAA  .  

Similarly, we can get that AAA  . 

  If AAA  , AAA  , then for all Aba , , 

we can get that AAAba  and AAAba  , 
that is, Aba  , Aba  , so A  is a sublattice of L . 

The following lemma helps us to derive some important 
properties of the rough lattices. 

Lemma 3:  For all Lx , L , L , 

1)
aa RR a ][][   ; 

2)
aRx ][  if and only if 

aRxa ][ . 

Proof : 1) It can be get immediately by 
)()(   a . 

2)    Since  
aRx ][ , we have  axa , so 

 axaxaaxaa )()( ,that 

is,
aRxa ][ . 

 Since 
aRxa ][ ,we have  axaa )( , 

so  axaaxaaxa )()( ,that 

is,
aRx ][  

Proposition 4: For all L , L , 

1) 
aaa RRR ][][][   ; 

2) 
aaa RRR ][][][   . 

Proof: 1)  For all 
aRx ][   ,we have 

)(   axa . Let 

))(())((   axaxy . On one hand ,since 

a is a a distributive element of L , we have 

))](())([(   axaxaya
)]()[()]()[(   axaaxa

)]()[()]()[(   aaaa
)()(   aa   a xa  , and 

))](())([(   axaxaya
)]([)]([   axaaxa

)()( xaxa  xa , so we can get that yx  . On 

the other hand, since ))((  axa  

)()(  axa  )()(   aa  

aRa ][  . Thus, we can get that 

aaa RRR ][][][   . Secondly, for 

all
aa RRx ][][   , we can get that there exist 

aR][1   , 
aR][1   such that 11  x , so 

)( 11   axa 11   aa

  aa   a , so 
aRx ][   , that is, 

aaa RRR ][][][   . 

Sum up above, we can get that 

aaa RRR ][][][   . 

2) For all 
aRx ][   , we have xaa  )(  . 

Let 
)]()[()]()[(   axaaxay ,where, a  

is the complement of a .  On one hand, since a  is a 
distributive complemented element of L , we have 

)])()[()]()([(   axaaxaaya
)])()[(()])()[((   axaaaxaa

))(())((   aaaa )()(   aa
)(   a xa  , and 

)])()[()]()([(   axaaxaaya
)])()[(()])()[((   axaaaxaa
))](())([())](())([(   aaxaaaaxaa

)()( xaxa  xa ,So we can get that yx  . On 

the other hand, since )]()[(  axaa  

)]([)]([  aaxaa  

)]()[(  aaaa
aRa ][  ,and 

)]()[(  axaa  )]([)]([  aaxaa  

)]()[(  aaaa
aRa ][  ,so we 

have
aa RRy ][][   , which implies 

aa RRx ][][   .  

 Thus, we can get that 
aaa RRR ][][][   . 

Secondly, for all 
aa RRx ][][   , there exist 

aR][1    , 

aR][1   such that 1  aa , 1  aa  and 

11  x , so  )( 11   axa  

)()( 11   aa  

)()(   aa )(   a , that is, 

aRx ][   . Thus, we have
aaa RRR ][][][   . 

Sum up above, we can get that 

aaa RRR ][][][   . 
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 By the proof of Proposition 4, we can get that Proposition 
4(1) is still true even if a  is not a complemented element of 
L . 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have proposed the concepts of rough lattices  and 
studied their basic properties. Although many results reported 
here are only concerned with basic properties about these new 
notions, they can hopefully provide more insight into and a 
full understanding of rough sets theory and one could see that 
this study presents a very preliminary, but potentially 
interesting research direction. Naturally, a very important and 
interesting problem is how to apply the models given in this 
paper to build the corresponding theory of knowledge 
discovery in lattice-valued information systems. 
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